The scene on Massachusetts Avenue after the police was a truly unique view of a thousand chorus "R/O Committee and H.K. officers tried to direct the streaming masses of cars into their proper locations. Megaphones blared out the information that freshmen were expected to report to the various houses.

As most of the frat houses, Friday was a low-key day. There were few big parties. Rather, the emphasis was on getting as many undergraduates to meet as many freshmen as possible, particularly those who looked promising during the summer rush.

This weekend's house displayed radically different atmospheres. At some, there was an understandable feeling of tension in the air. The frat with the "hard sell" rushers were trying to grab the freshmen they were interested in as early as possible. And keep them. At others, despite the serious business of trying to know freshmen going on under the winter cover, there were some low-key parties with plenty of beer and pizza.

Most houses were pleased with the way the rush was going. At one house, a brother told me that they had already had more freshmen through than they had had last year. In any case, even at these houses which were somewhat quieter than in previous years, house members felt that they were getting to meet the freshmen they were interested in.

On the whole, the freshmen were having a good time. Many had a lot of questions about a variety of different facets of MIT--athletics, activities, and academics. Back in the dormitories, things were pretty quiet. With the freshmen out of the way, the undergrads had time for some of their own parties. The beer and pretzels came out and the frat boys who had been working at R.O.C. since Thursday relaxed until well into the morning hours.

Saturday morning came the approach of the house of the R.O.C. First, the brothers, many of whom had kept their heads down in the face of harassment by freshmen and other house members, began to rise. Eventually, all houses had breakfasts which ranged from simple things for the freshmen who had stayed overnight in fancy, advertised, steak and eggs feasts.

The dormitories were beginning to pick up as usual, although the R.O.C. workers still encouraged the freshmen to visit frats, many living groups did have breakfasts. Preparations were beginning for parties on Saturday, and Sunday right away--despite the pressures of the previous weekend.

On your way these are signs of 'sleepless' or 'sleepless nights' among the undergraduates. Those who hadn't been working had been putting it off until after classes when they could.

Fraternities hustle off freshmen to houses
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Harvard had owned Bridge
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Although R.O.C is going smoothly, at times the confusion can get to be too much for a harassed R.O.C worker.